Testimonials

“Beautifully crafted and elegant photographs...monochrome images soar with crescendos that almost let you hear the surf and be swept along with it.....remarkable photography.”

Joe Farace, Shutterbug Magazine

“Bobby Baker is one of New England’s best coastal photographers. His artistry really shines as he uses the limitations of black and white photography to shoot shadow and light with lasting emotional resonance.”

Robert Whitcomb, Vice President/Editorial Page Editor - Providence (RI) Journal

“Baker captures the Cape in remarkable fashion. His black and white images are iconic in the same way as noted photographer Ansel Adams’ are.”

Haley Cote, Associate Editor, Cape Cod Life Magazine

“Bobby Baker has left an indelible mark on the Cape’s landscape through his stunning images.”

Christopher Kazarian, Cape Cod Road Trip - Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce

“A striking element to Baker’s work is the way in which his photographs evoke emotion...timeless and contemplative images”

Elliott P. Grover, Editor, Cape Cod Life Magazine

“Simply put, Bobby is a supremely considerate professional & master of his medium.”

Amy Archer, President, Creating Inspired Design - Interior Design

“Your work is exquisite! I felt washed with peace at many of the serene vistas. Just lovely.”

Dixie Whatley, Stone Sculptor / former TV journalist

“Bobby’s black and white photographs of the New England seascape have a certain Ansel Adams like sense of subtle drama, with an intense serenity.”

Leah Triplett Harrington, Assistant Curator, Here And Now, Inc.

“Bobby is able to grasp on unusual aspects of objects even the most common. His photos can awake special attentions of the soul. This makes him a special photographer.”

Francesca Vergari, Professional photographer, Photoconcept.it, Rome, Italy

“Outstanding photography ... you explore our natural wonders and encapsulate the beauty and mystery of nature...splendid photography.”

Ruthie Tucker, Executive Director - Curator/ Amst sadam Whitney Gallery, New York, NY

“Bobby shoots sceneries that are beautiful, both in color and black & white. Understanding the play of light and with an eye for engaging composition, his work draws the viewer into the scene and evokes emotion and mood. Working in black and white is not easy to do well. Bobby has a talent for presenting a scene that is believable, sets a mood and tone and is artistic...he is a serious artist ... a leading photographer in New England.”

Roberta Miller, Executive Director, Cape Cod Art Center

“Bobby participated in a charity auction for my company - submitting a beautiful photograph to help us raise money for a film project. We were extremely selective choosing participating artists and found Bobby's work stunning! He captures rare moments with a unique perspective that makes you feel like you are part of the image We were honored to have him participate in our project and highly recommend his work!”

Dawna Sirard, Owner, Kada Films

“Bobby has a style in B&W that is recognizable in its simplicity across the entire tonal range. The message is clear and universal in appeal. His color images are mystical and transcend. I can attest to his professionalism, artistic sense and skill in the art of photography.”

Judith Monteferrante, MPS, CA - Artist- Sonoran Arts League, Copley Artist- Copley Society of Art, Moab Master Photographer

“Bobby Baker is an exceptional photographer. His work is sensitive and delicate while being strong and timeless. It doesn’t matter whether his work is monochrome or in color – he just doesn’t show anything weak. We’re excited to be showing Bobby’s work at Dubaigne Fine Art Ltd. and delighted to extend his reach worldwide.”

Christine Debany, Managing Director, Dubaigne Fine Art Ltd., New York, NY

“Bobby focuses much of his photography on seascapes, Cape Cod in particular. His work is emblematic of seaside life... His capability of using black and white in creating striking imagery is truly remarkable.”

Deborah Greel, former Executive Director, Marblehead Arts Association; current Public Art Planner, City of Salem, MA

“Bobby’s photography is amazing. His photos emit a feeling of calmness and serenity. They draw you in as if you were a part of the experience and leave you curious about how he caught that moment. Simply beautiful.”

Julie Vecchio, Owner/ Operator, Custom Art Framing & Gallery 9

www.bobbybaker.com